Our Promise
At Electrolux, we make no
compromises.
New innovations to
match the rhythm of
modern life.
Contemporary premium
design. High
performance, smooth
handling.
Attention to every detail,
without compromise.
That’s what we aim to
deliver.

Swedish thinking.
Better living.
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Floor Care
Factors to consider when
choosing the most efficient
vacuum cleaner for your home
Powerful

A vacuum with an efficient motor
combines airflow and air speed for
optimal suction of particles to be
picked up. A powerful vacuum cleaner
is judged by the sum of all it's parts
from the nozzle to the motor and its
filter.

Does not release dust back into
the air

The most efficient vacuum cleaners
should have a sealed filtration system
and a good HEPA hlter so you can be
assured that the dust that comes in the
machine is not released back into the air.

Good dust pick-up

The nozzle of vacuum cleaner is where
the dust pick up happens, you need to
create an optimal combination of
airflow and high air speed for good
dust pick up, the right nozzle will help
you get the cleaning job done more
efficiently.

Does not overheat and is longer
lasting
Keeping your vacuum cleaner well
maintained by changing the dust bag,
emptying the dust bin and cleaning the
filter periodically will help prevent
overheating and make sure your
machine is always working in top
condition.

Easy to handle and ergonomic
in design

Aerodynamically designed tubes and
hoses are to minimize the pressure loss
through the system. These parts play a
key role in efficiency and ergonomics
of the vacuum cleaner.
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Over 100 years of Vacuum
Expertise and Innovations
Revolutionizing the cleaning industry, Electrolux has combined
value for consumer needs with passion to deliver ground-breaking
cleaning innovations to make for the perfect cleaning solution in
homes all over the world since 1912.
It all began in 1912, when founder Axe Wenner-Gren launched the Lux 1, the company’s
first household vacuum cleaner. Since then, Electrolux has moved on to produce some of
the worlds’ most popular and innovative vacuum cleaners for all homes on a global scale.
With over 100 years of vacuum expertise, Electrolux builds its leading innovations around
their valued consumers. With in-depth research, thoughtful designs, and strong consumer
insights, Electrolux vacuum cleaners ultimately meet the needs of every household. Being
consumer-centric is a key guiding principle to any of Electrolux’s pioneering creations
launched in the market. Electrolux identifies with its consumers because the products
are flexible, convenient, beautifully crafted, and most importantly sustainable.

Over 100 years of Vacuum Expertise: Key milestones
In 1921, the first vacuum cleaner on runners – model V was launched. This was the first
household vacuum cleaner worthy of the name, adapted for us in ordinary homes
and served as the starting point from which all future design aspects of the modern
vacuum cleaner was built on.
In 1964, the first new generation of vacuum cleaners, Luxomatic Z90 was launched with
never before design features such as a cord winder, self-sealing paper dust bags, and
a dust indicator that could remarkably indicate when the bag was full. It quickly became
a symbol of economic strength for the Electrolux Group and its’ vacuum cleaner
division.
In 2001, Electrolux put the first self-going vacuum cleaner on the market - the Trilobite.
What makes the Trilobite unique is that it can navigate using ultrasound as well as turn
itself off with automated recharge after the completion of every vacuum session.
Measuring only 13cm high and a 35cm diameter, the Trilobite provided consumers
with an incredible “hands-off” way to clean their homes.
In 2004, the cordless stick cleaner Ergorapido 2-in-1 was launched. Developed purely
to fit the new wave of urban cleaning behaviours, the Ergorapido is the answer to
all consumer needs by providing an instant and convenient cleaning. It was the first
in a new global category of stick cleaners. With its’ impeccable design it could
easily be left as a display at home. Excelling conveniences, the Ergorapido offers the
power of an upright vacuum and hand-held in one. Later, the second generation of
Ergorapido was released into the market in 2007.
In 2007, the Rapido, the world’s first hand-held vacuum cleaner with wheels was
launched. This simple, innovative design allowed consumers to glide the vacuum
over cleaning areas without damaging the surface. Simultaneously in this year the all
new UltraSilencer Green vacuum was launched. To minimize energy
consumption and maximize ecological conservation, the vacuum uses up to 33%
less energy, is made with 55% recycled plastic and consumes an astounding 90%
less energy during production.
In 2008, the vacuum with top-rated cleaning performance UltraOne was introduced.
Among one of the most silent vacuum cleaners in the market, the UltraOne’s
well-thought designs makes way for convenience in handling.
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1912 - Vacuum cleaner Lux Model I
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Notable Recognitions
Demonstrating true excellence in forefront design and innovation
Electrolux received numerous acknowledgements for their solid
devotion to consumers. Whether if it’s product, design or consumer
orientated, Electrolux has consistently been recognized as the winner.

2005

2006

2008

: The Electrolux Oxy3system Vacuum Cleaner and Electrolux Ergorapido
2-in-1 Instant Vacuum Cleaner won the Red Dot Design Awards as the 50th
edition of the Red Dot Design awards competition.

: The Electrolux Ergorapido Vacuum Cleaner received the Swedish
Good Design Award.

2011

: The Electrolux Ergorapido hand-held Vacuum Cleaner won the Plus X Award
for high quality, design, ease of use and ergonomics.

2013

2014

: The Electrolux UltraSilencer Green Vacuum Cleaner was awarded the
prestigious inspiration prize by The Swedish Recycling Industry Association.
It was the first environmentally-profiled vacuum cleaner on the market.

2010

: The Electrolux UltraOne Vacuum Cleaner received the Best in test in consumer
reviews in 5 consecutive countries; Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland and
Czech Republic.

: The UltraOne Vacuum Cleaner received the iF Design Award. Up to 2,500
products from 39 different countries took part within this competition.
The UltraOne Vacuum Cleaner was one of the 778 products to receive
the award.
: The Electrolux Ergorapido Vacuum Cleaner was rated category winner in
performance test conducted by the independent German test institute SLG.
The World’s most sold battery-driven Vacuum Cleaner outperformed its’
main competition in three of four categories.

: The Electrolux UltraOne Mini Vacuum Cleaner achieved an outstanding
result in this year’s Red Dot Design Award.

: The Electrolux Ergorapido, UltraOne, and Rapido Vacuum Cleaner received
the international Plus X Awards.
: The Electrolux Ergorapido Vacuum Cleaner also was the winner of the Best
Product of the Year, Awarded by Plus X. The award truly recognizes innovative
technologies under the sports and lifestyle product type. It was judge against
category pillars namely; innovation, quality, design, ease of use, functionality,
ergonomics and ecology.
: The Electrolux Ergorapido, Ultracaptic, UltraOne and Rapido Vacuum Cleaner
were all winners of the Red Dot Awards.

: The Electrolux Energica and the second generation of Ergorapido 2-in-1
Vacuum Cleaner were also awarded the iF Design Award, organized by
International Forum Design in Hannover, Germany.

2009

: The Electrolux UltraOne Vacuum Cleaner received the prestigious Plus X
Award which was further honoured with Best Product of the Year 2011
Award for High quality design and ease of use.

: The Electrolux Ergorapido Vacuum Cleaner was the winner under the ‘Best
of the Best’ category by Red Dot Awards which recognized Ergorapido as
the product with ground-breaking design.

2015

: The Electrolux UltraFlex Vacuum Cleaner was given the category winner
from Plus X Award. With the UltraFlex’s twin-inlet channels, its’ design optimizes
airflow and suction for effective removal of dust and dirt.
: The Electrolux UltraFlex Vacuum Cleaner wins the Red Dot Design award for
product of the year.

2018
2019

: The Electrolux Pure F9, Electrolux's’ first cordless vacuum cleaner that allows
consumers to clean their homes on a single charge with the power of traditional
vacuum performance was launched.
: The Electrolux Pure F9 cordless vacuum cleaner and Pure i9 robotic vacuum
have outstanding product innovation and design. In recognition of this, they
were awarded the prestigious iF Design Award;

: The Electrolux Ergorapido Vacuum Cleaner was awarded two international
design awards for sleek design. Winner of the Red Dot Design Award and
the iF Design Award.

• Pure F9 received the iF Design award in 2019.
• Pure i9 robotic vacuum received the iF Design award in 2018.

: Electrolux Vac from the Sea campaign was the winner of five European PR
Awards; two European Excellence Awards and three Eurobest Awards.

2011
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: Electrolux received an IPRA Golden Award from the United Nations for
Vac from the Sea, a project with the aim to raise awareness about global
shortages of recycled plastics. The project was launched since June 2010.
The IPRA Awards was initiated by the United Nations in collaboration with
the International Public Relations Association (IPRA) to address most
expertly those issues of concerns to the United Nations.

2021

: The Electrolux WellQ6/Q7 cordless stick cleaners with easy-grip handle,
slim frame designed and low weight distribution cum axial cyclonic
technology ensure steady and good cleaning performance even while
the dust bin fills up. In recognition of this, the range were awarded the
iF Design Award.
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The power of silence
The SilentPerformerTM is the only bagless canister vacuum featuring the
smart innovations of Silence Pro SystemTM. It delivers powerful deep
cleaning performances whilst sustaining minimal noise - 75dB(A) noise
level. The Dust Magnet Pro Nozzle automatically adjusts to different
floor surfaces ensuring good dust pick up while protecting your floor.
Experience the ultimate power of silence with SilentPerformerTM
vacuum cleaner.

The multi-way air movement deliver
constant cleaning performance with its
cyclonic system at low noise level

HEPA 12 filter captures up to 99.99% of dust
particles while the sponge filter prevents
dust from entering and damages the motor.

Bagless Vacuum Cleaner
For convenient cleaning

SilentPerformer
Bagless Vacuum Cleaner

ZSP4303AF

Features

1,600W
Power regulator
1.4L dust container capacity
Washable HEPA 12 exhaust filter

Advanced cyclonic technology that enhances vacuuming performance

Washable sponge motor filter

Eco-friendly; no dust bag required

9m action radius

Not recommended for people with respiration and allergic healthy issue

75dBA
Combi upholstery with brush
Dust magnet silent floor nozzle
Parketto floor nozzle
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Bagged Vacuum Cleaner
For thorough and hygienic cleaning
Convenient and hygienic; just remove and disposed of the dust bag
Ensures no dust leaks/ released back to atmostphere during emptying process
Recommended for people with asthma and allergy sufferers
More quieter compared to bagless vacuum cleaner
16
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COMPACT GO

Compact cleaning always at hand

Lightweight and compact
For easy storage.

Accessories
Always at hand.

CompactGo
Bagged Vacuum Cleaner

Z1220

Features

1,600W

Wet & Dry

Microfilter exhaust filter
Microfilter motor filter

For heavy cleaning

8m action radius
82dBA

Handles various kinds of objects i.e. fluids, wood shavings, glass fragments, dried

Combi crevice with brush

leaves, dust and gravel

Dust Pro floor nozzle

Recommended for medium to large houses
Suitable for outdoor cleaning i.e. car porch, backyard, wet kitchen and driveway
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Flexio II
Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner

Z931

Features

1,600W
Bagged
Power regulator
15L dust container capacity
30L water container capacity
Mircofilter exhaust filter
6m cord
Dust Pro floor nozzle
Wet nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Upholstery nozzle
Dusting brush

Flexio
Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner

Z823

Features

1,400W
Bagless
20L dust container capacity
20L water container capacity
Mircofilter exhaust filter
5m cord
Dust Pro floor nozzle
Wet nozzle
Crevice nozzle
Dusting brush

Robotic
For always available in cleaning
Always available, always connected through a mobile app to allow vacuuming
from anywhere, at anytime
Scheduled cleaning timing and frequency for hassle free vacuuming
Suitable for individuals with a busy lifestyle
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PUREi9.2 - Animal

Unique Trinity shapeTM and
powerbrush
Your house isn’t round, so why is your
vacuum? Pure i9.2 is designed with a
triangular Trinity Shape™ and an extended
side brush to reach all of the corners, tight
spaces, and edges of your home.

A Vacuum that sees
Pure i9.2 sees the world with a
3D Vision System™ to spot
objects in its path and avoid
obstacles. It won't get tangled
in stray cords or bump into
breakable objects, and you
won't find it stuck under furniture.

ClimbForceDriveTM Technology
Pure i9.2 climbs over thresholds up to 2.2cm
high and tackles even the toughest of floor
surfaces–not even pet hair stands a
chance.
This all-terrain pro cruises from hardwood
to carpet with ease, leaving nothing
behind.

Always available, always connected
Whether you're hitting up the gym or
heading to work, the Wellbeing app makes
it super simple to maintain spotless floors
on your time. Check in on your robot from
afar or schedule cleaning ahead of time
and forget about vacuuming altogether.

2.2cm

It detects and analyses obstacles in
3 dimensions – on the floor, above
the floor and cliffs – and decides the
best cleaning path to avoid getting
stuck.

Best dust pick up on all floor types in one pass with AirExtreme
TechnologyTM and XXL Cleaning Path
1 A strong airflow generated
by a powerful fan unit
2 Together with the large
brush, it gives the best
cleaning performance on
all types of floors
(hard floor, carpets, etc)

Auto-power
Adapts its speed and the brush-roll
speed to the type of floor
(faster on hard floor, slower & intensive)
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3D Mapping NavigationTM
Structured cleaning with Mapping NavigationTM avoids
vacuuming the same spot repeatedly enabling it to clean faster
while securing on optimal coverage.

How 3D Mapping NavigationTM works?
The robot first cleans along the walls and then goes inwards. When
the room is too big, the robot will make regions of approximately
2m x 2m. Thereafter, the robot creates a virtual frontier and cleans
inside the first region.

Quiet / Power /
Smart Mode

Purei9.2 - Animal
Robotic Vacuum Cleaner

PI92-6SGM

Features

14.4V
Lithium Turbo Power 2500mAh
3D VisionTM Technology
0.7L dust container
Cleaning time up to 70 minutes
3D sensor obstacle detection
3D cliff sensor

Stick Vacuum Cleaner
For quick & easy cleaning

XXL washable pleated filter
2.2cm threshold climbing
XXL 26cm cleaning path
75dBA
Adaptor Cord Length: 1.8m

Accentuate the element of convenience
Fitted for small to medium households
Best suited to reach those hard to reach places

Fast charging, full charge in 1.5 hour
26
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Exceptional
Run-time
3 Power Settings with up to 55 minutes
run-time

On-board brush

Pure Q9-PowerPro
Grab. Go. Job done.
The powerful 2-in-1 stick vacuum is equipped with PowerPro Roller – the hard floor
expert nozzle removing XXL sized dirt and fine dust with superior performance,
taking the effort out of cleaning.

Full Tilt Design

PowerPro roller

No loss of performance*

For better reach under low furniture. The full tilt and
slim frame design enable to vacuum under furniture
as low as 135 mm.

The hard floor expert roller removes fine

Enjoy full performance throughout the

dust and XXL particles in the first go.

entire clean even with the dust bin filling

PowerPro Nozzle for 7x better
crevice pick-up**

The handheld unit is designed for

higher air speed which efficiently

maximum noise reduction, with a

removes dust in narrow spaces.

combination of smooth airflow design

5-step Air Filtration

and muted exhaust

between 2,5-5µm*** for an optimum
home environment.

135mm

A more silent clean

The sealed nozzle system creates a

Removes up to 99.99% particles
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up.

* Measured with dust container loaded with DMT
(standard test) dust, according to IEC 5.1, 5.7 & 5.9
on max power setting
** Compared to previous model ZB3013
*** Measured according to EN 60312-1:2017

PowerPro Roller
- hard floor expert

PowerPro Roller with polishing effect
removes fine dust to XXL particles in the
first go.

LED headlights
It enables you to see under the furnitures.
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Full performance. Half the sound.

Accessory guide

01

Dusting tool

Captures 99.9 % particles
between 0.3-10 µm*
*Measured according to EN 60312-1:2017

Unique handle grip design
Works as a sound muffler

Perfect on level surfaces

Axial cyclone with helix inlet
air design

02

Crevice tool
Reaches those small crevices
between cushions and behind
narrow surfaces

E10 emission filter
This washable filter is beneficial
to asthma and allergy sufferers

Accelerates the rotation of the air into
the cyclone to separate the dust into the
dust bin and reduces clogging

Pure Q9 PowerPro - Reach
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

PQ92-3EMF

Features

25.2V Lithium TurboPower HD
0.3L dust container
5 steps filtration
Washable EPA-E10 filter
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PowerPro nozzle With LED Light

Delicate nozzle with
plush

Accessories:
Dusting brush (on board fit)

Easily removes hair and fibers
from upholstery and delicate
surfaces.

Crevice tool
Long crevice telescopic tube

Super long telescopic
tube
For that extra reach that you
need - up to 55cm

Pure Q9 PowerPro - Allergy
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner
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Bed Pro nozzle
Powerful motorized brush with
UV light to deep clean bed
from fibres and dust mite
allergens

PQ92-3SBWF

Features

25.2V Lithium TurboPower HD
0.3L dust container
5 steps filtration
Washable EPA-E10 filter
PowerPro nozzle With LED Light
Accessories:
Bristle nozzle with BRC &

06

Slim floor nozzle
For excellent pickup
performance & edge clean.

BrushRollClean (BRC)
Patented BRC technology cut
and clear all hairs and fibers
with a simple press on the
pedal.
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LED Light
Dusting brush (on board fit)
Crevice tool
Long crevice telescopic tube
Delicate brush
BedPro nozzle (with UV light)
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Accessory guide

01

Dusting tool

02

Crevice tool

03

Delicate nozzle with
plush

Perfect on level surfaces

Reaches those small crevices
between cushions and behind
narrow surfaces

Easily removes hair and fibers
from upholstery and delicate
surfaces.

04

Super long telescopic
tube
For that extra reach that you
need - up to 55cm

WELLQ6 / WELLQ7 PowerPro
Versatile Performance. Always at Hand.
Outstanding performance that quickly adapts to your everyday
cleaning needs.

Powerful and adaptable, for
quick thorough cleaning

Easy access to the hand unit and
onboard accessories allows you to
quickly switch from cleaning the floor to
those hard to reach areas, and back
again, in an instant.

Uncompromised cleaning
performance*, for longer.

Axial cyclonic technology ensures
uncompromised performance
throughout the clean, even while the
dust bin fills up.
*Maintains 99% of initial cleaning performance as
the bin fills up acc to IEC 62885-2 edition 1.0: 5.1,
5.7 & 5.9 on max power setting.
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**Tested according to ISO16890.

5-step Air Filtration

05

Bed Pro nozzle

06

Angled dusting brush

The 5-step filtration system with E10 filter
material removes up to **99.99% >1µm
microdust particles.

Powerful motorized brush with
UV light to deep clean bed
from fibres and dust mite
allergens

Brush Roll Clean

Patented BrushRollClean (BRC)
technology cuts and cleans itself from
hairs and fibers by just pressing the
pedal for 5-10 seconds while the
vacuum is on. The internal blade cuts
the hair and fibres which are then
sucked into the dust container to
maintain performance without manual
cleaning.

Allows brush to change angle
easily to reach tight and tricky
spaces

(Applicable only for WQ61-1OGG)
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5 step filtration

Well Q6
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

The 5-step filtration system with E10 filter
material removes up to *99.99% >1µm
microdust particles.

WQ61-1OGG

Features

18V Lithium TurboPower HD
0.3L dust container

* Tested according to ISO16890.

5 steps filtration
Washable EPA-E10 filter
Bristle floor nozzle with BRC
Accessories:
Dusting brush (on board fit)
Crevice tool

Well Q6
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

WQ61-1EDBF

Features

18V Lithium TurboPower HD
0.3L dust container
5 steps filtration
Washable EPA-E10 filter
PowerPro nozzle with LED Light
Accessories:
Telescopic tube & dusting
brush (on board fit)
Delicate brush
Angled dusting brush
Crevice tool

1

Axial cyclone with
helix inlet air design

2
3
4
5

Accelerates the rotation of the air
into the cyclone to separate the dust
into the dust bin and reduces
clogging

Well Q7
Cordless Vacuum Cleaner

WQ71-2BSWF

Features

21.6V Lithium TurboPower HD
0.3L dust container
5 steps filtration

Nose cone with mesh

Washable EPA-E10 filter
PowerPro nozzle With LED Light

Medium density filter

Accessories:
Telescopic tube & dusting
brush (on board fit)

High density filter

BedPro nozzle with UV Light

Sealed E10 Filter

Angled dusting brush

This filter is beneficial to asthma
and allergy sufferers

Delicate brush
Crevice tool

- Washable parts
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